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Abstract: Kinds of defects are considered typical for steel from continuous casting machines. Negative
influence of the central porosity and liquation strips on plasticity and impact strength of steel is shown.
Decisions are offered at technological restructuring of rolling providing steel plasticity increase and durability
of details from steel 40H.
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INTRODUCTION developments has allowed to raise essentially parameters

The entry of Russia to the world trade organization reliability and durability of steel products. It is necessary
forces the enterprises to raise essentially production level to notice, that in all cases it is necessary to pay attention
for conformity of production to quality system Euro-4 and to an initial condition of metal rolling, namely to consider
Euro-5. Especially it concerns cargo motor transport and a way of its production - from an ingot or from billet
first of all, high loaded car parts and units. Along with continuous casting machines (BCCM). Despite of
application high-strength steel for manufacturing such conformity to requirements of standards, such metal
parts the important role in product reliability and rolling has differences on macro and microstructure. This
durability is allocated to the constructive decisions, situation compels to address once again to studying of
accepted on a design stage and also to alloy macro and rolling properties produced under various schemes and
microstructure  inherited  from  metallurgy  and obtained unified technologies development for giving set consumer
as a result of technological metal restructuring. properties to products at each separate stage of
Experimental researches on the fillet radius influence (Rï) processing.
from hub Ø105 mm to a flange of KAMAZ truck front axle The purpose of work is revealing of mechanical
ball joint on its durability is a good example of it [1]. It is properties increase reserves in steel rolling and a way of
established  by bench tests,  that  with  increase in their realization at stages of technological metal
transition radius about 0,5 mm up to 8,0 mm cyclic stability restructuring in a detail in mechanical engineering
of  parts  raises  and for achievement of normative run manufacture.
(350 thousand km.) the radius of run should be not less BCCM steel rolling in relation to the rolling made
than 4,3 mm. It is also shown, that at transition radius of under the traditional scheme an ingot - a blooming -
8,0 mm the center of destruction has moved to a transition section mill  has a number of advantages. It is a high
place of a core in a spherical part of a detail and stability factor of an output of suitable molding, chemical and
has reached value of 0,524•106 cycles. structural uniformity on section, etc. Owing to the small

At technological restructuring in mechanical cross-section sizes of casting and high speed of
engineering  manufacture  significant successes in the crystallization of steel at such machines and also stable
field  of  steel  structurization  management  and conditions at hardening development of the basic
innovative technical and technological decisions on liquation types is limited and more homogeneous macro
liquation or undesirable defects neutralization inherited and microstructure is provided. In table 1 rolling
from  metallurgy  -  liquating  phenomenon,  porosity, mechanical properties research results 95mm of steel 40X
point heterogeneity, etc. [2]. Introduction of these made    on  Orsko-Khalilovsk     BCCM     (OKMF)    and

of mechanical properties and to stabilize at a high level
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Table 1: Properties of steel 40X

                   Mechanical properties characteristics
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Manufacturer , Mpa , Mpa , % , %B T

OEMF 116.0 96.2 15.4 49.5 6.9
OKMF 102.0 86.4 15.0 59.0 10.2

GOST requirements 4543  100  80  10  45  6 

Table 2: Properties dispersion of steel 40X in rolling 95 mm

Mechanical properties characteristics
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sampling place , Mpa , Mpa , % , %B T

Clean  zone 780 610 16 63
Polluted  zone 770 600 11 42

Centre 780 610 10 32

 Table 3: Impact strength temperature dependence of steel 40X

Impact strength  at temperature, °C

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Rolling production technology  95 +20 -20 -40 -60 -80MM

Traditional (from ingot) 15,2 14,7 11,8 8,4 8,0

From BCCM billets and additional deformation (%) 0 13,2 9,8 9,5 7,5 6,5
25 14,0 11,4 9,4 8,2 7,6
50 16,0 11,9 10,7 8,6 8,3

Oskolsk electrometallurgical (OEMF) factories are endurance 90min., tempering at 640°C within 4 hours and
resulted. Sampling  (billets)  for  manufacturing  standard cooling  in  water.  Hardness  after  heat  treatment  made
samples on a stretching and impact strength was carried 241 HB. Researches have shown that, despite of a high
out according to GOST 7564-73. Thermal processing of level of the durability, a zone polluted by liquation strips
billets by section 25×25 mm included hardening with has the lowered plasticity in relation to a "clean" zone
860°C in oil MZM-16 and tempering at 500°C with the (Table 2). But in a greater degree it is noticeable on
subsequent cooling in oil. Tests were spent according to properties of steel from the central part of rolling where
GOST 1497 and GOST 9454. Steel corresponds to the decrease in plastic properties reaches 50-60 %.
requirement of GOST 4543-71 on all analyzed parameters. One of the sense structuring characteristics of steel

Researches of a macrostructure on etching by 50 % is its impact strength first of all at negative temperatures.
template HCl solution reveal distinctive feature on BCCM The given kind of test allows estimating reliability of metal
rolling, characterized by presence of liquation strips in a at shock dynamic loadings in various climatic conditions.
subsurface and presence of the central porosity. It is At lowering a temperature of a material its fragility raises,
necessary to notice, that distribution of liquation strips to what temperature dependence of steel impact strength
completely  corresponds  to  sulfide  revealed  by  removal (Table 3) testifies. 
of a sulfuric print according to Bauman and to GOST It  is  necessary  to  notice, that additional
10243-75. deformation of steel with BCCM positively affects

In this connection we result tests and define properties. It improves plasticity and  raises  impact
mechanical properties of steel at a stretching of the strength  at negative temperatures. This type of increase
standard samples made from thermally treated samples is especially appreciable at additional deformation of
(billets) 25×100 mm, selected  from  subsurface  zone rolling on 50 % and above. In such cases impact strength
(with presence of liquation strips and without those) and of steel with BCCM comes to metal viscosity values of a
the central zone of rolling 95 mm by OKMF. Heat traditional way of manufacture an ingot-blooming-
treatment of billets included heating up to 860°C, section mill .
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